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Water marble nail art for beginners

Are you new to art like me? Don't feel lost. Once all these famous nostorodes were beginners like you and me. I bought for slightly different nails to try at home with simple tools such as A just thin brush brush Ears Toothpicks Bobby etc. You do not need expensive nail enamels for nice nail art. Can you guess the price of any nail enamel I
have in the photo? Let's comment on it below and thin brush painttie nail paints posters The most important step necessary for any nail art as actually the preparation of our nail beds. For example, no yellow nails do not hanging nails Perfect nail shape. For this you need some ingredients from your kitchen and a few basic nail care
products 1. Nok shear 2 boktonic buffer 3 cuticles 4 orange stick (not shown) 5 each vitamin is cream, oil / lotion (almond oil) 6. Nail polish remover From your kitchen soda lemon / vinegar Sugar process (this process works for yellow nails too) Clean your nails with nail enamel varnish removal Brush your nails with a solution of lemon
juice and baking soda 1: 1 Don't throw away the skin of lemon, you can use the skin to exfoliate your dead cuticles using sugar. Cut off your nails to the desired length. I like my little short. Use the cuticle to clean any hanging cuticle. Please don't cut your cuticle. It can cause infections. Buffy nails with claws. Use vitamin e oil to nourish
your nails clean your nails with nail enamel varnish to remove oil if you apply enamel to nails like me. There is a picture to see the difference after this manicure. Apply a layer of blue nail enamel Add points of pink nail enamel Add a point of white nail enamel Mix them Add leaves with green paint. You can also use paint. Apply white
enamel to the nailsUsing a thin paint brush add gold leaves ( I used water paint paint) Now again with a thin paint brush makes a black line using strokes ( use nail removal nails to thin nail paint applied to the paintbrush (as shown in the photo) Finish with to cover your nails of a different color Apply white nail enamel to 1/3 of the nails
using a brush. Now make two nail crosses to make sure that the lines meet each other as shown in the photo. Finish it with a black curved line. This is a bit of an advanced idea. But I would still like to try. Apply two or more layers of yellow nail color (make sure you do not. That let the furs dry completely) Paint 1/3 nail as tetragon in blue
enamel on the nails. Apply black lines using a thin paintbrush, as shown in the photo. Add drops of white as eyes Let it dry Add black dots to finish the eye, as well as thin lip lines. Fourth prize in the hair and makeup competition ad - Continue read below 1 Apply a lighter color. With the help of lighter than the shades you selected, apply a
layer of varnish and let it dry. Then apply further additional — excess is what will mix with your second color to create streaks. Note: You can choose every two colors of nail polish for this tutorial while they contrast, but Falcone advises against metals as they tend to divide. 2 Point on the contrast color. With the help of the dotter tool, apply
a small amount of the second shade. 3 Turn the two shades. Carefully move the dotter tool around your nails, spreading the contrasting color. If you notice that the shades are a little too mixed, do not worry - Falcone recommends simply adding an extra few points from the lighter for contrast. Let the design dry for a while, as the elbow is
super thick and therefore easier to smear. 4 Add a top coat to seal your design. Who wouldn't want the nails to last forever? Use shiny upper fur to make sure your marble stays. 5, 5! Marble claws. Now all you have to do is show them. This content is created and supported by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide
their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io 1 of 12 marble nails: Step 1 Choose two contrasting colors — the different they are, the better this design will appear. Apply one layer of the lighter two shades to all your nails, then let it dry. After it dries, apply a second layer, which is
much thicker than the first. 2 of 12 marble nails: Step 2 While the second layer of your lighter color is still wet, use a dotter tool to apply a contrasting sex. 3 of 12 marble nails: Step 3 Using the dotter tool, twist the colors together. If your nails start looking a little too mixed and you want a higher contrast, you can always add a few more
drops of a lighter shade. Leave to dry, then add the top layer. 4 out of 12 Marble nails Just like that, you have deliciously tucked nails! Used colors: Floss gloss nail polish in Dinge, Floss gloss nail polish in Picnic. 5 out of 12 Reverse France Tip: Step 1 If you have longer nails, you'll love this look. Make sure your nails are smooth and
applied evenly to make the most of the natural rounded shape of your nails. 6 out of 12 Reverse France Tip: Step 2 Paint your nails with two layers of metallic shade, then leave to dry. 7 out of 12 Reverse French Tip: Step 3 Starting about a quarter of an inch from the cuticle, paint a darker shade in a shape that mimics the curve of your
nails. Leave to dry, then add the top layer. 8 of 12 Reverse French Tip Sexy, feminine and oh-so-versatile, this design can be created using every two shades to fit the season or holiday. Used colors: Essie nail polish in no place like chrome, Essie nail polish in Midnight Chamber. 9 out of 10 Space with Colorblocking: Step 1 Apply
stripband three-quarters of the way down each clean, dry nail. 10 out of 12 Negative Space with Colorblocking: Step 2 Apply two layers of the selected nail polish to the part of the nail above the tape. Leave to dry. 11 out of 12 Negative space with Colorblocking: Step 3 Using tweezers, carefully remove the tape. Bar. on top, then leave to
dry. 12 out of 12 Negative Space with Colorblocking Ultra-simple and so chic, experiment with this technique using both modern shades or more classic locks. And for an easy twist, use contrasting color as the main shade. Color used: Chanel le Verney in Lavanda. Hola Guapas,In this hot summer, I wanted to present you a lesson on
easy nail art to put some exotics on your nails! To get amazing makeup products at a discount and 100% real products just click here in parfum pas cher. As you have certainly noticed, this year we see a lot of fruits and vegetables on the nails, all accompanied by fresh and tart colors to give us a taste of the sun and rest! First of all, you
need some equipment. To make beautiful drawings on your nails, the easiest way is to use acrylic paint, we find it everywhere (I bought a mine in Maxi Toys). Acrylic paint is best for nails, it works well, has a good performance and adheres to varnish (more, it does not cost much). Then the brushes, for nail art there are many of them, we
find more in wholesalers aesthetics or the Internet. On my part, I use a lot of brush called a detail that allows to make super fine strokes (a small tip, if you do not find a brush fine enough, do not be afraid to cut some hair to perfect it). I also use a slightly thicker brush for larger drawings, or for filling And the last thing you will need a small
plastic plate (a small plastic plate for example) to be able to make your mixtures or dilutions of colors as a real artist! Nail Art Palm Is located in many different designs, with sunset, beach ... But this is for the most meticulous of us. So we will leave today for a simple but effective version! You can choose to do it on one finger or on the
whole hand, it all depends on your artistic soul. Step 1: In the bowl of water, drop with a drop a few colors of nail polish. The more drops you put, the more precise and detailed your final drawing will be. Step 2: With a toothpick, hang your pattern along the edges of the glass. Step 3: Always with a toothpick, trace a flower in nail polish.
Press into the water regularly the central part, where the elbow gradually accumulates. Be sure to wipe the toothpick regularly to avoid adding varnish when you want to remove ... Step 3: To prepare your nails before diving into the water, protect the skins and skins around the nail with tape. Place the nail on the ground before pushing it
into the water. Step 4: Blur all the varnish that remains on the surface after your dirt in the water. If you remove it while it remains on the surface, you can return to your nails and thereby damage your drawing. Step 5: You can save the drawing yourself or decide to finish it by adding details. Here paints a drop of black paint on the marble,
which serves as a background. Background. Background.
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